The precise estimation of small parameters is a challenging problem in quantum metrology. Here, we introduce a protocol for accurately measuring weak magnetic fields using a two-level magnetometer, which is coupled to two (hot and cold) thermal baths and operated as a two-stroke quantum thermal machine. Its working substance consists of a two-level system (TLS), generated by an unknown weak magnetic field acting on a qubit, and a second TLS arising due to the application of a known strong and tunable field on another qubit. Depending on this field, the machine may either act as an engine or a refrigerator. Under feasible conditions, determining this transition point allows to reduce the relative error of the measurement of the weak unknown magnetic field by the ratio of the temperatures of the colder bath to the hotter bath.
I. INTRODUCTION
The recent experimental advances in the control of systems at the microscopic level enabled fascinating progress in quantum technologies [1] [2] [3] [4] . This has, in turn, sparkled rigorous theoretical [5] [6] [7] [8] and experimental [9] [10] [11] progress in the field of quantum metrology, with the aim of developing sensors capable of probing systems in the quantum regime with high accuracy [12] [13] [14] [15] ; such accuracy is essential throughout different branches of physics, including quantum information processing [16] [17] [18] [19] , quantum optics [20, 21] and condensed matter physics [22] [23] [24] [25] . One of the major challenges in quantum metrology is the precise estimation of small parameters [5, 26] . For example, high-precision low-temperature thermometry [6, 10, 27] and high-precision magnetometry [28] [29] [30] have received a lot of attention in the quantum metrology community, owing to their immense importance in experimental realizations and applications.
In parallel, it became crucial to understand and find the ultimate bounds of accuracy of parameter estimation [31, 32] . The accuracy of estimating a parameter x is quantified by the corresponding relative errorê x = δx/x, where δx denotes the absolute error of estimation. Previous studies have shownê x to be lower-bounded by the Cramer-Rao bound, which in turn depends on the quantum Fisher information (QFI) [5, 7, [33] [34] [35] [36] . In general, e x increases as x → 0. Consequently, developing ways of reducing the relative error of estimation of various parameters has been one of the major aims of the field of quantum metrology [7] . Recent studies have shown the possibility of using periodic control to enhance the precision of quantum probes [37] , while other studies have suggested two-level systems with maximally degenerate excited states to be optimal for high-precision thermometry [6] . * dutta@iitk.ac.in
In this work, we propose using a quantum thermal machine as a quantum probe. Quantum thermal machines are of great importance in the fields of quantum technologies and quantum thermodynamics [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] ; at the same time, they were also shown to be beneficial for highprecision thermometry [45] . We present the possibility of using a quantum heat machine [46] as a magnetometer to estimate weak magnetic fields with high accuracy. To this end, we consider a pair (K and U) of qubits (spin-1/2 particles), one (K) subject to a known strong field, leading to a level splitting of 2ω k , and the second (U) subject to a unknown weak magnetic field, resulting in a level splitting of 2ω un , respectively. We aim to estimate ω un by operating the above setup as a thermal machine whose cycle consists of two strokes. During the first, unitary stroke, the two TLSs are decoupled from the baths and allowed to interact with each other. During the second, thermalization stroke, K is allowed to thermally equilibrate with the hot thermal bath at temperature T h and U with a cold thermal bath at temperature T c < T h . Depending on the known field, this thermal machine may either act as an engine or a refrigerator. The knowledge of ω k , T h and T c at the transition point between these two operation modes, i.e., the point of vanishing energy currents [47] , enables us to estimate the field ω un with high accuracy. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce and discuss the setup of the two-stroke thermal machine used as a magnetometer. In Sec. III A we discuss the operation of a thermal machine whose unitary stroke consists of swapping the populations of K and U. An alternative machine whose unitary stroke generates entanglement between the two TLSs is discussed in Sec. III B. The relative error of the magnetic field estimation and the corresponding QFI are investigated in Sec. IV. Finally, we conclude in Sec. V. Unitary stroke Thermaliza�on stroke Figure 1 . Schematic diagram of the two-stroke thermal machine (TTM) consisting of a two-level system (TLS) K with a known energy spectrum and a TLS U with unknown eigenenergies. During the unitary stroke L U both TLSs interact via the Hamiltonian H I while during the thermalization stroke L T they independently equilibrate with the hot bath T h and cold bath Tc, respectively.
II. MODEL
Let H un = ω un σ z un denote the local Hamiltonian of the TLS U, where σ z un is the Pauli z-matrix, such that its energy eigenvalues are ±ω un . The energy gap 2ω un is assumed to be generated by a weak unknown magnetic field and we strive to measure ω un with high accuracy using the protocol described below. To this end we have at our disposal (see Fig. 1 ) another TLS K, whose eigenspectrum is known and can be tuned by changing a parameter of the local Hamiltonian H k = ω k σ z k . We assume the known magnetic field that generates the gap 2ω k to be large, such that it can be measured using standard methods, for example, using superconducting quantum interference device [48, 49] , with negligible relative error. The Hamiltonian of the total system then reads (1) where H I (t) denotes the time-dependent interaction between the two TLSs when they are brought in contact. Additionally, we also have access to two (hot and cold) thermal baths maintained at temperatures T h and T c < T h , respectively.
Using the two TLSs and the baths T h and T c allows us to construct a two-stroke thermal machine (TTM) as follows: Initially, the two TLSs U and K are isolated from each other, i.e., H I (t) = 0, and in thermal equilibrium with the baths T c and T h , respectively. Their joint density operator is then the product state
where
Here n un(k) denotes the excited state population of U (K) and Z un(k) = Tr[ρ un(k) ] are the respective partition functions. Note that we have set the Boltzmann and Planck constants to k B = 1 and = 1. On this initial configuration of the system we employ the following strokes (see Fig. 1 ):
1. Unitary Stroke (L U ): In this stroke, the TLSs are decoupled from the baths and the interaction H I (t) is switched on at time t = 0. Consequently, the two TLSs undergo a unitary evolution generated by the Hamiltonian (1) for a duration τ U . Thus, the final state of the combined system at time t = τ U depends on both H I (t) and τ U .
2. Thermalization Stroke (L T ): At time t = τ U the interaction H I (t) is switched off and each TLS is again coupled to its respective thermal bath, i.e., the bath with which it was initially in equilibrium before the stroke L U . The TLSs are kept in contact with the baths for a time τ T which is chosen to be large enough to allow the TLSs to thermalize back to their respective Gibbs states (3), i.e., the combined system returns to its initial configuration (2) and the next iteration of the cycle can start. We emphasize that heat exchanges between the TLSs and the baths only occur during this second stroke L T .
Let Q h and Q c denote the heat extracted from the baths T h and T c , respectively, during the stroke L T . As the system returns to its initial configuration after the full cycle, energy is conserved and the net work performed by the machine is therefore
Let us recall that the objective of a heat engine is to extract heat from a hot bath and convert part of it into work while releasing the rest into a colder bath. On the other hand, a refrigerator uses work done on it by an external agent to pump heat from a cold bath to a hotter bath. Following this convention, when Q h > 0 and Q c , W < 0 the TTM operates as a quantum heat engine (QHE) while it works as a quantum refrigerator (QR) if Q h < 0 and Q c , W > 0. As we will show later, the considered TTM can either operate as a QHE and QR. The operation mode can be changed by appropriately tuning the known strong magnetic field, i.e., tuning the Hamiltonian H k of the TLS K. Importantly, at the transition point between the engine and refrigerator operation modes, the work done as well as the heat exchanged between the system and the baths vanish, i.e., Q h = Q c = W = 0. This is achieved when the excited state populations of the two TLSs [Eq. (3)] coincide at the start of the cycle, i.e., n un = n k . It is easy to see that this is satisfied if
where ω * k denotes the energy eigenvalue of K at the transition point. In our protocol we repeat the cycle for different values of ω k (i.e., different strong magnetic fields), measure the energies Q h , Q c and W , and identify the ω * k at which the latter vanish; ω un is then subsequently determined by Eq. (5).
To motivate the use of our protocol, let us consider the relative error ∆ω un /ω un in a single measurement of ω un . From the uncertainty propagation law we have
Here ∆ω * k is the error in determining ω k at the transition point and ∆T h(c) are the errors in measuring the respective bath temperatures. Assuming those temperatures to be known to a high accuracy, i.e., ∆T h /T h = ∆T c /T c ≈ 0, Eqs. (5) and (6) yield
Note that determining ω * k involves two kinds of measurements. A first measurement is required to identify the establishment of the transition point via the quantities Q h , Q c and W . Secondly, ω * k is measured directly once the transition point is reached. Therefore, we can expand ∆ω * k as follows,
Here, the first term ∆ω k is the error in directly measuring ω k . While this error stems from the experimental apparatus used for measuring ω k , the remaining terms in Eq. (9) arise from the respective errors in measuring the energies Q i . Therefore, we can equate ∆ω k with the error that one would have obtained if the TLS U was also measured directly, i.e., without using our protocol,
Hence, if the coefficients α i in Eq. (9) are not too large and the errors in measuring Q i are sufficiently small, we have ∆ω * k ≈ ∆ω un and Eq. (8) yields
In other words, using the above protocol, the absolute error, and hence also the relative error, in determining ω un can be reduced by a factor of T c /T h . In what follows, we illustrate this point in more detail by considering two particular examples of H I (t), i.e., two protocols realizing the TTM in Fig. 1 .
III. TWO-STROKE THERMAL MACHINES AS QUANTUM PROBES
A. Swap TTM We first consider an interaction H I (t) that swaps the states of U and K at the end of the unitary stroke L U , such that the total density operator remains a product state [46, [50] [51] [52] . This protocol realizes the swap TTM and at the end of stroke L U the states of the two TLSs read
After the thermalization stroke L T the system returns to its initial configuration (2),
We recall here that the TLS U is isolated from K and kept in contact with bath T c during the stroke L T . The heat Q c extracted from the bath T c therefore equals the change in the internal energy of U,
Similarly, the heat Q h extracted by K from T h is
such that, using Eq. (4), the performed work is
From Eqs. (14), it follows that Q c = Q h = W = 0 when n un = n k . This condition is satisfied when ω * (15) and hence Q h < 0 and W, Q c > 0. The TTM therefore works as a quantum refrigerator.
On the other hand, considering ω
provided ω un . In this case, Q h > 0 and Q c , W < 0 and therefore the TTM works as a quantum heat engine. Thus, we have clearly identified a transition from QHE to QR and vice-versa at ω * k . On a related note, the above QHE-QR transition has also been shown in four-stroke [53] and continuous thermal machines [47, 54, 55] . Note that, from an experimental perspective, the condition ω un requires the resolution of the equipment used for measuring ω k to be much higher than ω un . Fortunately, even if this condition is not satisfied, our protocol can still be used as Q h and Q c [Eqs. (14a) and (14b)] still reverse their direction of flow at the transition point ω * k . Hence, detecting a change of sign in any of these two heat exchanges (which guarantees that the other also changes sign) is sufficient for identifying ω * k . We will therefore consider only Q h and Q c as the relevant quantities of measurement in our protocol.
Having established the existence of a transition point for the swap TTM, we now proceed to make an estimate of the error in estimating ω un . The coefficients α h and α c defined in Eq. (9) evaluate to
As explained above, measuring any one of the quantities Q h or Q c is sufficient to identify the transition point. Further, Eq. (17b) reveals that α c > α h , and therefore we conclude that Q h is the preferred quantity of measurement for detecting the transition point since ω k is less sensitive to experimental errors in measuring Q h as compared to Q c . We will show later that the quantity α h is closely related to the quantum Fisher information (QFI) for a TLS initialized in thermal equilibrium with a bath.
B. Mix TTM
We now study another TTM, henceforth referred to as mix TTM, with a more generic interaction H I (t) than the swapping operation considered in Sec. III A and in which the existence of a transition point is not a priori apparent. Contrary to the swap TTM, in the mix TTM the unitary stroke L U may generate an entangled state of K and U.
We choose the interaction to be of the form
where f (t) encodes the time dependence and ω I is the characteristic interaction energy scale. Contrary to the swap TTM from Sec. III A, the two TLSs may be in an entangled state at the beginning of the thermalization stroke. Within the Born, Markov and secular approximations [56] , the dynamics of their joint density operator ρ tot during that stroke is governed by the Lindblad master equationρ
where the Liouvillians
describe the dissipative interaction of K (U) with the thermal bath T h (T c ). Here we have defined the jump operators
where σ 
exchanged with the baths during the stroke L T is decomposed into the individual contributions (23) pertaining to the two baths T h and T c , respectively. As shown in Appendix A, the heat exchanges (23) evaluate to
with
and thus reproduce Eqs. (14), at least for the specific form of H I (t) chosen in Eq. (18) . For these protocols, any entanglement produced during the unitary stroke L U does not contribute to the heat exchanges. One can therefore, for all practical purposes, estimate the possible error arising for the mix TTM in a way similar to the swap TTM.
One can in principle derive an exact analytical expression for Eq. (23) to investigate the presence of a transition point. However, we argue that the heat exchanged and the work done are guaranteed to vanish at n k = n un due to the particular form of H I (t) that we choose for this TTM. To elaborate, we rewrite H I (t) from Eq. (18) as
where {|↑ k(un) |↓ k(un) } is the eigenbasis of σ z k(un) . The unitary evolution of ρ tot (0) under the action of the above H I (t) during the unitary stroke L U therefore only rotates the projection of ρ tot (0) on the subspace spanned by the states |↑ k |↓ un and |↓ k |↑ un . Further, we also rewrite ρ tot (0) in Eq. (2) at n k = n un as
It is seen from the last term of the above equation that the projection of ρ tot (0) on the subspace spanned by states |↑ k |↓ un and |↓ k |↑ un is just an identity operator multiplied by the scalar n un (1−n un ). Therefore, the above projection remains invariant under the unitary evolution and, consequently, the combined system undergoes no transformation, i.e., ρ tot (τ U ) = ρ tot (0). Since the TLSs are already in their thermal equilibrium states at the start of L T , no heat is exchanged with the baths in the subsequent stroke L T and hence Q h = Q c = W = 0. Note that while any interaction of the form (18) guarantees the vanishing of the energy currents at n k = n un , only a judicious choice of the time dependence f (t) eliminates any dependence of Q h(c) on the duration τ U of the unitary stroke L U . In Fig. 2(a) we show the heats (22) for an exponentially-decaying interaction, i.e., f (t) = e with a > 0. It is seen that Q h(c) become independent of τ U if τ U (1/a). As long as this latter condition is satisfied, this removes the requirement of maintaining the same τ U in repeated measurements.
The vanishing of the heat exchanges and the work, however, does not guarantee the existence of a transition point between the engine-like and the refrigerator-like behaviour. As discussed in Sec. II, our protocol requires the quantities Q h and Q c to reverse their sign as ω k is varied across the critical value ω * k . In Fig. 2(b) we plot the exchanged heat as a function of ω k . It is seen that Q h and Q c indeed not only vanish at the point n k = n un but also reverse their direction of flow. Further, the equivalence of Eqs. (23) and (24) is seen.
Using Eq. (24), the coefficients α c and α h in Eq. (9) for the error ∆ω * k evaluate to
where we defined
and
J z (s) being the Bessel function of first kind. Note that F 1 (x) already appeared in Eq. (17a) for the swap TTM and, as we will show later, is related to the QFI. Fig. 3 shows that in the limit ω un − ω * k a, 1/F 2 attains a minimum value of unity at ω I /a = (2n + 1)π/4, where n is a positive integer. Therefore, the minimum value of α h for the mix TTM matches its counterpart (17a) for the swap TTM. Note that the additional factor F 2 (x) is an artefact stemming from the fact that in contrast to the swap TTM the excited state population of the TLSs are not completely interchanged in the mix TTM.
It is interesting to note that the transition point discussed in the manuscript is actually the Carnot point at which the TTMs achieve reversibility. We saw that at the transition point the unitary stroke effectively becomes an identity transformation of the system density matrix, which may be considered an adiabatic transformation. Similarly, the system remains in thermal equilibrium with the baths during the thermalization stroke and hence the latter may be seen as an isothermal process. Therefore, the two stroke cycle becomes reversible at the transition point. When working as an engine, the efficiency η = |W |/Q h of the discussed TTMs evaluates to
where n un(k) is the excited state population after the stroke L U . At the transition point, we have n un = n k , which naturally implies n un = n k . Using Eq. (5), the efficiency converges towards the Carnot efficiency as the transition point is approached,
This behaviour has also been previously reported for the Otto cycle [53] and continuous thermal machines [41, 47] . It is interesting to note that the quantityᾱ h is intricately connected to the quantum Fisher information (QFI) corresponding to a TLS initialized in thermal equilibrium with a bath. To elucidate this connection, we recall that the quantum version of the Cramer-Rao bound dictates that the minimal achievable relative error is bounded by the inequality [5, 33] 
is the quantum Fisher information (QFI) and
is the fidelity between the states ρ 1 and ρ 2 [5] . The QFI for the TLS U prepared in thermal equilibrium with the bath T c assumes the simple form (see Appendix B)
such that Eq. (37) evaluates to
The above inequality leads us to conclude the following: The relative error in the measurement of ω un has the theoretical lower bound (37) for any protocol that requires the TLS U to be initialized in thermal equilibrium with a bath at temperature T c . Since the quantum Cramer-Rao bound has a geometric origin in the density matrix space, its value can only be lowered by choosing optimum values of parameters that characterize the density matrix of the system. Given a TLS with a certain unknown ω un , the only free parameter that characterizes the state ρ un (0) is the bath temperature T c . The optimization condition therefore, as can be seen from Eq. (40), corresponds to choosing the bath temperature T c such that the quantitȳ α h is minimized. It is intriguing to recall here that we encountered the same minimization requirement in our protocol through Eq. (36) , provided the temperature of the baths are accurately known.
V. DISCUSSION
We propose a protocol for measuring a weak magnetic field by using a two-stroke thermal machine (TTM) magnetometer, modelled by a two-level system (TLS) whose energy spectrum depends on the unknown field coupled to a second TLS with known and tunable energy eigenvalues, and driving the combined system in a closed cycle between two thermal baths. We specifically studied two different types of interactions between the TLSs, one that leads to a swapping of the TLSs populations without any entanglement generation (swap TTM, Sec. III A) and a second that generates an entangled state after the unitary stroke (mix TTM, Sec. III B). Interestingly, the entanglement produced in the mix TTM does not affect the effectiveness of our protocol.
Our method uses the presence of a transition point at which the thermal machine switches operation mode from a quantum heat engine to a quantum refrigerator. Our main result is that, under reasonable conditions, our protocol is capable of reducing the relative error in measuring the unknown energy gap 2ω un by a factor of T c /T h . Through explicit calculation of the possible sources of error, we further showed that the protocol is most effective when for a rough estimate of ω un the the temperature T c of the cold bath is chosen such that ω un /T c ≈ 1.2. This optimum ratio is a requirement in both considered TTMs and stems from the minimization of the theoretical lower bound of the relative error set by the quantum Cramer-Rao inequality.
which is Eq. (24).
Appendix B: Quantum Fisher information for a two-level system in equilibrium with a thermal bath
For a system initialized in the Gibbs state ρ = n p n |ψ n ψ n |, the QFI (denoted by F I ) as defined in Eq. (38) can be expanded into the following form [5] 
where λ is the parameter to be estimated and
For the TLS U prepared in thermal equilibrium with bath T c , the density matrix ρ un is diagonal in the energy eigenbasis, ρ un = n un |↑ un ↑ un | + (1 − n un ) |↓ un ↓ un |. Note that the eigenvectors |↑ un and |↓ un are independent of the magnitude of ω un and hence the QFI reduces to 
we obtain
Using the F I calculated above, the quantum Cramer-Rao bound is obtained in Eq. (37) .
